Royal High School 1997 History - Summary
Dr John Murray

Introduction
John Murray taught Music at the School from 1971 to 2003, and was Assistant and then Acting Rector from
1979 and Depute Rector of the School in 1997-1998 during Matt MacIver’s absence.
He obtained a
doctorate in a study of Rector Alexander Adam (1768 – 1809), so was perfectly placed to author this, the
latest paper version of the School’s History.
The History is available in digitised form in tandem with this summary, but given that there is no table of
contents and no index (although there are extensive appendices including a timeline), this is intended to
assist the reader who wishes to explore the volume without reading it in its entirety.
This document contains a summary of chapters (by timespan and volume), a list of notable events by year
within the History, and the tabular timeline of notable events contained in the volume’s appendix.
The
edited ‘Notable Events’ does overlap’ at times with John Murray’s ‘Chronological Table’, but is intended to
be complementary to it.
The history is very comprehensive until its final chapter (1989-1997), which will mean that any future
substantive volume may require to commence around 1990.

Summary, and method of use
The summary and notable events serve as a search tool for a range of individuals, from those simply interested in
RHS history to those undertaking research.
Your editors suggest that that your first investigation should be the
Chapter contents, shown below in tabular form, followed by our analysis ‘Notable events recorded in the history’, then
John Murray’s own timeline, at the back of this document, finishing with a review of the whole history, including the
searchable facility afforded in PDF documents.

Chapter contents
This History comprises 123 pages, plus 11 pages of Appendices.
around 60,000. It is organised by years, as follows:
Chapter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Years
Holyrood Abbey
Blackfriars Monastery
Kirk O’ Field
High School Yards
Regent Road

Barnton

The number of words in the history is

Pages

No of words

1128-1578
1578-1777

1-5
7 - 24

2,500
8,500

1777-1829
1829 - 1872
1872 - 1929
1929 - 1968
1968 - 1972
1972 - 1989
1989 - 1997

26 - 47
48 - 59
60 - 79
79 - 99
101 - 113
113 - 130
132 - 135

10,000
4,000
10,000
9,500
6,500
8,500
2,000

Notable events recorded in the history










Chapter 1 – Holyrood 1128 -1578 (pp 1 - 5)
1128 - The foundation date is assumed from the date King David founded the Abbey. Many other
Schools in Scotland have used the same principle. Scottish Burghs generally had an expression of
education facilities in the 12 th and 13th Centuries, e.g. Perth and Stirling in 1173, so 1128 is considered
highly feasible
1378 – Rector Albert de Camus
1500 – Town Council records from around this time are sparse as while they owned the building, they
didn’t pay the teachers (that was done by the Pupils’ parents)
1503, a Sasine quotes ‘Schola Grammatica’
1519 – the Town Council stated that any parent sending their sons to any other institution would be
fined ten shillings (also quoted in 1630 (P13)
1519 – Rector David Vocat
1552 – Council minutes said “Kirk O’ Field now waist and fallen down”




1566 – Mary Queen of Scots gave land (Kirk O’ Field Wynd) and £250
1577 – New school contracted with MQS gift – Rector William Robertson repaired there with his pupils
in 1578




Chapter 2 – Blackfriars Monastery 1578 – 1777 (pp 7 – 24)
1595 – the barring-out (a regular occurrence when the pupils revolted and barred themselves inside the
School) of 1595 resulted in Baillie McMorran being shot dead, and seven pupils including the
perpetrator George Sinclair, son of the Earl of Caithness, being incarcerated.
Many pupils around this time were the sons of Highland Chiefs. The enactment of 1608 meant that
any gentleman owning more than sixty cattle should have his eldest son educated in the Lowlands
1599 – Hercules Rollock dies in penury after he is dismissed following the McMorran incident
Latin was the only subject in the curriculum until the end of the 18 th Century
The term ‘Bicker’ was used to describe a street fight. These were regularly conducted with pupils from
other Schools including George Heriots
Under Masters received only a small salary, which was supplemented by monetary gifts of esteem from
Pupils’ parents. These included ‘bleis’ and ‘bent’ silver
1611 - Rector Ray had Council support for payments from each pupil of 12/- to the Rector and 8/- to the
class master
1630 – Charles I visit to Edinburgh, was arranged by Rector Thomas Crawford
1640 – 1700 Contemporary records are poor
1650 – Cromwell in Edinburgh after his victory at the Battle of Dunbar. The School had to move out of
Blackfriars when it became barracks for Cromwell’s troops
1651 – 1699 – A list of famous FP’s (P15/16)
1665 – 1680 Four different Rectors
1700 – A fall in the number of students, mainly due to the opening of private educational establishments
1700 – Salaries: Rector paid 300 merks, teachers 250 merks. A Merk was worth 2/3 £ Scots, or an
English shilling. It was worth about £1.50 at 2013 values.
1715 City Treasurer paid £20 Scots to buy geographical maps for the school
1716 Pupils broke every window in the adjacent Lady Yester’s Church
1716/17 – a list of famous Former Pupils
1718 School role diminishes further due to private academies and the Treaty of Union which resulted in
a Southward exodus of the nobility
1718 – edict passed by Council which allowed only five Classics teachers in Schools other then Royal
High (who had five)
1735 – More famous FP’s – Allan Ramsey and Rev Hugh Blair, first Professor of Belles Lettres at
Edinburgh University, and thereby the first Professor of English in the World, John Watson (of College
fame), Thomas Coutts (Banker), Henry Dundas, Viscount Melville, Robert Fergusson (Poet), Sir William
Fettes
1752 – Deacon Brodie leaves School. Subsequently descends into notoriety, and is hanged in 1788
1752 -1757 Class sizes vary between 25 and 60, dependent mainly on teaching quality
1750 Class Clubs – several described
1765 – Alexander Adam becomes teacher. 1771 – 1809 he is Rector.
1775 – New School designed. Roll now 409




































Chapter 3 – High School Yards 1777 – 1829 (pp 26 – 47)
1777 onwards – various connections with Robert Burns
Rector Adam taught the ‘Understanding in Learning’ method, while other teachers including Luke
Fraser employed the rote method, involving corporal punishment for poorer pupils. Walter Scott was
among those who criticized the rote method.
Adam had classes in excess of 100, occasionally of 120. He never sat down, and frequently walked
among his pupils.
Adam wrote several books, the first of which was criticised by Classics scholars as he had written it in
English with Latin examples.
The donation of prizes, often books, dates back to around 1630
1794 – Lt Col Peter Murray endows a prize for the best Latin Scholar in the Rector’s class
The Jube House, a tuck shop run by James Brown and his wife ‘Lucky’, selling sticky confections of
treacle, which secured the patronage of many including young Walter Scott
More famous FP’s, p38-39











































It was observed that a huge range of social classes sat side by side, possibly due to the bursary system
which rewarded clever children from poor backgrounds
1810 Bad and Good FP’s – Robert Knox – Dux in 1810 (exonerated somehow from his part in the
Burke and Hare notoriety), and James Braidwood, Firemaster extraordinaire and hero
1810 – High School boys play a ‘handling’ football game
1819 An American visitor observed the system of class monitors in place; one monitor per 9 pupils in a
class of 23 groups. Offenders were punished only by additional tasks.
All 23 groups recited their
Classics texts at the same time, creating an extraordinary level of noise
Medals – Philp Medal; MacDonald Medal (later presented to the Dux of the Junior School) – Colonel
MacDonald was a son of Flora MacDonald, and the Ritchie Medal (still presented to the Dux of Form 2)
Famous FP’s – James Naysmith, inventor of the Steam Hammer. Naysmith was good at Sciences
but poor at Classics, so bribed his Classics monitors with metal toys which he had fabricated. Robert
Louis Stevenson’s father was among the pupils who walked from High School Yards to the new School
at Regent Road, and young Stevenson said later “I bleed to own I am an Academy boy – it seems
modern”
1825 - New School proposed/designed. Hugh level of complaint, similar to the future Barnton design,
but the foundation stone was laid in any event on June 25 th. Cost turned out to be £34K rather than
the £17K estimate ( a bargain compared to the Scottish Parliament mis-estimation) P46
Chapter 4 – Regent Road 1829 – 1968 (pp 49 – 59)
1829 - Curriculum extended to include French, German, Fencing and Gymnastics
1845 - Rector Dr Schmitz
Voluntary classes in writing and book-keeping, held in evenings and on Saturdays
1849 – New courses in Science, Natural History and Chemistry, then in 1850 Physics, Geology,
Geometry
1849 – Royal High School Club founded, first endowed prizes in 1850 – P52
1854 - The broadening curriculum resulted in a wider range of subjects in the Edinburgh University
prize list
1856 – Immigrant pupils, 9 from England and the exiled French Royal Family (in 1860, Ferdinand
d’Orleans, Duc d’Alencon was Dux of School) - P52
1856 – Curriculum enhancement - Singing classes, Systematic English, Engineering
1858 – Alexander Graham Bell spends four years at the High School – P56/57
1858 – First Scottish inter-school rugby match, High School v Merchiston, 13 th February
1859 Prince of Wales (later King Edward VII) spent three months in the summer in Edinburgh, some of
it at the High School preparing for his Oxford University entrance – P53
1859 – Holyrood playing fields established
1861 – FP Cricket club established, list of famous players P55/56
1868 – Dr Sibbald instigated his Bursaries (still awarded in 3rd year)
1868 – School became part of the National Education system – P59
1868 – Masters no longer independent – paid nationally with external examiners
1868 – FP Rugby Club established, list of famous players – P60/61
1877 – Curicculum – drill as a subject
1882 – School roll reduced to 333
1882 – Number of Masters; Classics 5, Other subjects 12 (Eng/Fr/Ger/ Hindustani – for those seeking
Indian Service / Shorthand / Writing / Maths/ Arithmetic / Book-keeping/ Drawing/ Fencing/ Drill/
Gymnastics/ Physiology P62
1883/84 – Visits to a number of local manufacturing businesses
1884 – Pupils followed common curriculum until 6 th year, then did either Classics or Modern subjects
1884 – Rector Marshall secures 49 new bursaries to a value of £1350 per annum for continuing
University studies
1885 – All pupils timetabled for 2 hours in gymnastics / swimming
1887 – Junior School opened (in Regent Road) with 19 pupils. By 1909 there were 82 (p65)
1891 – First lady teachers, Jessie Home and Sophia Findlay
1895 – School choir established; Rector Marshall writes words of new school song
New workshops, Commercial bureau, Chemistry Lab., Drawing Room, Swimming pool, Dining hall
(grubby) – P66/67
1900 (approx.) – Harcus Strachan (future VC) takes cricket nets at Holyrood
1901 – Modern subjects now has equal pupil numbers with Classics
1903 – King Edward VII returns with Queen Alexandra

























































1903 – Rector Marshall thwarts a bid to turn the School into an Art Gallery
1909 – Rector Marshall retires after 50 years’ service (27 as Rector)
1909 – FP’s listed as three of the senior members of the 1902-03 Antarctic expedition
1910 – Survey of eminent men during Victoria’s 60 years shows that RHS is 7 th in UK, and the only
Scottish entry
1912 – School Nations system established
1914 – RHS Club branches in Canada and London
1914 – WWI – 1026 FP’s served, 182 killed, 300+ wounded
1919 - Rector King Gillies
1919 – Pressure so great on space that a lavatory is converted to a classroom
1921 – Crown Prince of Japan visits - p76
1921 – A hut is erected in the playground as temporary classroom space, new Science lab.
1922 – OTC and Junior OTC
1923 – Study of instrumental music added to curriculum
1923 – Memorial Porch and Brass Rolls of Honour unveiled
1924 – School Orchestra
1924 – John Masefield addresses the School – p74
1924 – Literary & Debating Society, Camera and Dramatic Clubs
1925 – First Leavers’ Ceremony
1926 – Boarding House established at 24 Royal Terrace
1926 - RHS Club instituted scheme to establish overseas contacts; 18 countries this year, 35 by 1939
1929 – Centenary of Regent Road, plaque unveiled commemorating the architect – Thomas Hamilton
1931 – Cub Scouts inaugurated (Miss Hamilton Cub Mistress) p79
1932 – Centenary of Sir Walter Scott’s death - plaque unveiled
1933 – Norman MacCaig (Poet) account of his schooldays p80
1938 – James Allan Ford (Soldier, Writer) account of his schooldays p81
1939 – Air raid shelter in playground, pupils carry and test respirators
1939 – Christmas cards sent to all FP Service personnel
1940 – Commemoration Day combined with Prize-Giving
1940 – Rector Albert Ball
1945 - Second World War – 1243 FP’s served, 131 died
1945 – RHS Club dinner in Eritrea (occupied territory)
1947 – Ladies Staff room required (many male teachers still in Services)
1947 No 1 Regent Terrace acquired for further classrooms
1947 – Karl Miller (Dux in 1948) account of his schooldays p88
1948 – D S M Imrie Rector – he had been a pupil under Rector King Gillies
1948 – School team wins ‘Top of the Form’ – BBC Radio
1948 – Percy Malcolm Stewart (1889 Leaver) gave £1000 to establish his bursaries
1949 – School visitors include those from Australia, New Zealand, N and S America, Africa, Hungary,
Sweden and Denmark
1950 – Scottish Senior Leaving Certificate changed from group basis to subject one
1950 - Mock Political election held; Anarchist and Fascist candidates
1950 – Scottish Office insist on 200 full School days, where RHS did wonderfully on 190
1958 – Queen and Duke of Edinburgh visit
1958 – Duke of Edinburgh’s award instituted – 40 boys participate
1958 – Careers master appointment
1958 – Robert Fergusson memorial – Norman McCaig oration
1959 – School fees raised from £30 to £65
1960 – New wing in the preparatory school
1961 – Space problem ‘chronic’ according to the Rector
1961 – Curriculum change – SCE established to replace Highers and Lowers
1961 – Trial of English GCE ‘O’ Levels, dropped after first year (your Editor was a guinea pig)
1962 – School captain Malcolm MacNicol reminiscences
1964 - Chamber choir performs at the wedding of the daughter of Alec Douglas-Home, the PM
1965 – Rector Dr Imrie collapses and dies during regular visit to Prep. School. The previous evening
he had visited worried parents and an ill colleague (p 96)
1965 – Baillie Ruthven Rector
1966 – 59 6th year pupils proceeding to University. The balance to Forces, Civil Service, banking etc















































1966 – Prefect system restructured – more 6th form pupils get a chance to lead
1967 – The All Black rugby team under Colin Meads visits (allegedly to check Curly Bill’s training
techniques)
1967 / 1971 – Rector becomes member of the Headmasters’ conference
1968 – School relocates to Barnton.
Chapter 7 – Barnton 1968 – 1972 (pp 101 – 113)
1968 – Rector Ruthven confident in the rightness of the move – new modern building with the latest
educational aids
1968 – Several new prizes – including the Ness, Harris and James H Scott Prizes (still awarded) - (P
108)
1969 The Rector invites many locals to tour the School
1969 – An increase in sporting diversity – including angling, canoeing, hill walking and rock climbing
1969 – ‘Maths for puzzled Parents’ – a course run by the Maths Dept
1969 – Selective versus comprehensive, and fee paying versus free – two major discussions, the first
choice in each case being supported by the Conservatives, the latter by labour
1969 – RHS Junior pupils from Northfield Broadway had automatic entry to the Senior School – this
principle was hotly contested by Labour (p 103)
1969 – The Ruthven report, supporting Minority time (i.e. non-examinable) courses
1971 – 63 6th form pupils proceeding to tertiary education, some previous leavers graduating with
honours and a variety of other distinctions
1971 – Visits form Hugh MacDiarmid, John Cairney and Norman MacCaig
1972 – Sandy Forsyth writes an appreciation of Rector Ruthven when he leaves (p109)
1972 – Rector Farquhar Macintosh (p 111)
Chapter 8 – Barnton 1972 – 1989 (pp 113 – 130)
1972 – Preparatory Dept at Jock’s Lodge – links severed after 50 years
1972 – School population of 770 (boys only), which will rise to a coeducation total of over 1000 by 1974
1972 – Senior staff increase prior to coeducation – extra two assistant Rectors plus seven others
1973 – Girls arrive – twelve year olds, who came, saw and conquered
1973 – Lack of facilities for girls leads to bussing to Broughton School for Home Economics
1973 – Parent-Teacher Association formed
1974 – Lack of space leads to teaching in assembly hall, and six temporary classrooms
1974–1986 – Industrial action by teachers
1974 – First two pupils presented for International Baccalaureate – but scheme dropped by 1980
1975 – Aided by the ‘Town Twinning Officer’, one hundred pupils perform in Florence (p 123)
1975 – Pupils from local Primamry Schools joining the following year given induction course
1975 - School Council, active until 1989 then replaced by School Board
1975 - Donald MacDonald (wee Mac) retires, and in 1976 Nigel McIsaac and Alec Hall follow
1976 – James Purves Stewart Prizes, William Rutherford award (still presented)
1977 – CSE Mode 3, Pitman’s and SCOTBEC candidates presented (p 119)
1978 – 850th Anniversary of the School, with a wide range of activities and functions
1978 – KT (Kenneth Thomson, a 6th year pupil) singers founded: Charity carol singing continues to
present day
1979 – School choir and orchestra represent Edinburgh in the 25 th anniversary of the Munich link
1979 – ‘Curly Bill’ Dougie Mitchell retires, leaving a huge legacy in rugby
1979 – The proportion of comprehensive intake pupils advancing to tertiary education the same as the
selective intake in 1972 (p127)
1982 – Elizabeth Thomson is first female Dux – and provides an extensive recollection of substantially
good memories, acknowledges debt to many other teacher/coaches, including Jock Dewar
1983 – Alex Skinner prize for Computing – the start of the new order?
1983 – First Biennial three week Italy tour – Choir and Orchestra
1984 – School population now 1350, annual intake over 250, politicians wanted fewer
1984 –1987 – Building extensions for Music, Home Economics, PE, Staff Room, Science
1987 – New building for Social Studies, History, Geography and Modern Studies with nine teaching
rooms and a Staff base
1989 – Farquhar Macintosh retires, Sandy Forsyth writes an appreciation in the 1989 Annual Report





Chapter 9 – Barnton 1989 onwards (pp 132 – 135)
1989 – Rector Matthew Maciver (was Assistant Rector between 1980 and 1983)
1989 - Schools progressively given their own budgets



1990’s – Glenn Chandler recollect his schooldays fondly – he was allowed to write and present a satire
– ‘That was the term that was’ which caused his presence in Rector Ruthven’s room…who explained
the difference between satire and sheer bad taste.
1991 – David Williamson (Captain of School, and researcher for the 1997 History) provides a
reminiscence
1992 – School receives European Curriculum Award, largely for strong cultural and musical links with
Schools in Germany, Italy and France
1993 - Professor Breen Hammond, when delivering the FP address at the Prize Giving, cited the huge
change when he moved with the School to Barnton, forsaking the ‘dizzy eminence’ of the Regent Road
building
1995 – All weather hockey pitch and other outdoor facilities
1995 – Jennifer Dunsmuir (School Captain) provides a reminiscence









Chronological Table from the 1997 history – Appendix VI (pages 142-147)

1128 - 1727

1739 - 1857

1860 - 1904

1908 - 1947

1948 - 1976

1977 - 1995

